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Chapter 311 Who Is That Man? 

"Bullying our company's artistes, you have to weigh your own weight first. If the Dahua makes a move, F 

Group's shares will be too horrible to look at overnight." 

If they cross the bottom line again, it would be a dead end. 

Raul turned around and walked in front of Serena. He said seriously, "I'm late." 

Then he protected her and left the reporters. When they got into the car, Raul asked his manager and 

assistant about the situation. When they got back into the car, he handed Serena a thin blanket. "I will 

send someone to deal with those rumors. You have been wronged." 

"I did not expect the crew to collude with F Group. There was not even a person who stood out to tell 

the truth." 

Moreover, they actually dared to look down on the Dahua. What kind of benefits did the Skywings give 

them? 

Raul sat in the driver's seat. "I'll find out the details. Take a good rest and ignore these people." 

"I heard F Group has some underworld background. If you help me today, will they take revenge on 

you? If they target you..." 

"In the entertainment circle, there are a few people who do business cleanly. Other than acting skills 

and strength, they are competing for background. Of course, Director Jones will deal with these. As long 

as you have a good rest, I will arrange other trips for you." 

Serena nodded. "How is Arya's photo?" 

"It's being processed. Where do you want to stay tonight?" 

"Me? Of course I'm going home." Serena did not react in time. Raul frowned slightly and suddenly 

realized that her home might not be safe. If F Group's people tried to trick her... 

"Then send me to the manager." If Raul stood up for her today, the people on F Group's side might take 

revenge. 

"It's useless for you to stay at the manager's place. Go to my house. It's only one day anyway." 

"Just one day?" 

the only one in the house. He is very obedient. You don't have to worry that 

head and did 

her many times in the open and in the dark. Sometimes he used words to comfort her and encourage 

her. Sometimes he used actual actions to 

Raul into his 

tidy. There was an auntie who was accompanying 



picked up his son 

head and said in a childish voice, "I think it's 

little guy. "Yes. You just call 

around the room. "The guest room is inside. You can wear the spare sportswear. They are all new. You 

can stay for the night. I will 

going to 

"Yes, sort of." 

familiar and unfamiliar environment in front of her. It was as if the last time she came here to take care 

of 

that time, she did not realize her feelings for Raul and did not know that he already had 

between them was much more distant than it 

thought about it and still wanted to 

a small figure followed behind her, "Big sister, are you 

little fellow blinked his big eyes and pulled 

soon. I don't want to be 

was stunned. She was touched 

only person in the family. That's why he 

felt that this 

help us prepare dinner before getting off work. I 

... 

flight time, Allen and Arya were already waiting in the VIP 

Raul has already returned to 

tablet to Raul. "Ask him to release the information 

she could see the contents of the email. 

Chapter 312 No Matter Who It Is, Will You Help Like This? 

Arya said to her fans as she walked, "My manager knows best whether I have a man or not." 

The fans looked at Allen and showed a look of trust. "I don't think those words on the Internet are 

trustworthy. You have such an excellent man by your side. How can you have any scandals with other 

men?" 

She did not want the best and went outside to cause trouble, unless she was blind. 



Arya agreed with the fans' words, but before she could say anything, she was pushed into the security 

checkpoint by Allen. 

Arya's fans really cared about the release of the photos. They were more worried that Arya would get 

hurt again after she had just lost a relationship, but now that they saw Arya could take a new scene with 

a smile on her face, of course they were relieved. 

Furthermore, when Arya's fans saw her at the scene, they felt that she was not as cold as before. When 

she stood beside Allen, the corners of her mouth would occasionally reveal a sweet smile. Could it be 

that Allen had changed her? 

Immediately after, a reporter revealed Arya's airport photo and gave her fans a cordial autograph. All 

the major media outlets rushed to report and unanimously agreed that the photos that were exposed a 

few days ago were nonsense. It was someone who was jealous of Arya's good development and 

blackmailed her behind her back. 

Furthermore, Arya was invited to become the first Asian female lead of the famous director, Harry. This 

was definitely the big news in the entertainment industry this year. She was like a dark horse. First, she 

became a contracted artist of the Dahua, and then Allen became her Exclusive Broker. Now, she would 

enter the international film industry. 

The signal she gave to the outside world was that she was not affected by the picture at all because she 

had the strength. She had walked all the way until today relying on hard work step by step. It was 

impossible for her to give up her acting career just because of a little dirt. This might be the reason why 

her fans would always support her like her. 

Although Arya's journey was kept a secret to the public, because her popularity increased day by day, it 

was not difficult for people to find out about her flight. 

For example, people like Michel and Stanley. 

Michel immediately ordered his secretary to book a plane ticket and found a few people who knew how 

to create a picture and hype. He wanted everyone to think that the person Arya was dating was him. 

He just didn't like them. Since Allen valued this actress so much, Michel wanted to ruin Arya's 

reputation. 

in any way, so he had to start 

to the point where Allen couldn't control it, he would come out to see Allen make a fool of himself. In 

front of the evidence that he had painstakingly created, no one would believe Arya's 

Arya through the ordinary airport passageway, he did not know if 

... 

with these matters at the company. He could have rested at the company for the night, but he was 

worried about Serena and Noah at home, so he rushed home 

Little Noah sleeping on the double bed in the 



faces were very comfortable and gentle. There were toys and fairy tale books on the carpet beside the 

bed. It seemed that they got along very well. Raul 

if Serena was very kind, 

thoughts in his mind and continued to work overtime 

the moment he entered, Serena had already woken up. She did not know how to face Raul 

had been using the laptop in the study to send F Group's dirts online 

did he post it on mainstream websites, he also posted it on various 

is based on 

done such 

police to assist in the investigation many times, 

night, Raul was indeed very busy. He did not go to his bedroom to rest until morning. When Serena got 

up, she received a call from 

you see the 

She did not want to wake the father and son 

and watch the news! There is 

opened the web page. The news about F Group immediately appeared. The latest news was that the 

person in charge of F Group was detained 

just a dozen hours, the man who spoke rudely to her in the 

Raul really caused F Group Corporation to collapse 

they really 

Chapter 313 If You Don’t Mind Me 

After saying this, Serena turned around to leave, but Raul suddenly sat up, "It was not easy for you to 

walk out of the haze of the past. It's better to live your own life. If you become the stepmother of 

another family's child, what will the media write about it?" 

Being an international film star or a laughing stock in the entertainment industry? 

Serena looked up and asked, "I have already been written by the media. I don't care if it is one more 

time, but if you mind my past..." 

Serena's face was stained with a bitter smile. She understood more than anyone how much pressure 

public opinion would put on her. 

Raul looked at her expression and could not avoid it anymore. There were some things that needed to 

be explained clearly. 

So he got up and pulled Serena into the room. Then he closed the door. 



He said seriously to Serena, "I have a son. I must raise him." 

"Raising a child with your condition is not difficult." Serena did not think that this would be a stain. 

Raul took a deep breath. He knew that Serena had already made up her mind to take this step. If he 

cowered again, could he still be considered a man? 

He paused for a moment and sat beside Serena. He said, "Actually, Noah is my brother's son. I did have a 

girlfriend who was engaged to me in the past. A few years ago, she died in an airplane accident." 

"When my brother was young, he was unmarried and gave birth to this child. But he didn't want to take 

responsibility, so he abandoned Noah. I adopted this child, but I didn't want him to be talked about in 

tinted glasses. So I asked him to call me father and I treat him like my own son." 

Raul was using this method to protect Noah. 

"I raised him for so long, and I have feelings for him. I can't abandon him anymore, so..." 

Serena looked at him with a smile. "I did not see wrongly. You are indeed very outstanding and very 

kind, but compared to you, I..." 

"You did not do anything wrong. When that happened, you are also a victim. I have never disliked you 

because of those things." Raul's expression was very serious. "On the contrary, I am worried that if you 

are with me, it will be harder for you to face those rumors in the future." 

firmly lifted her head and said, "Although I am not as smart as Arya, I will not back down when it comes 

to relationships. I know what I 

you do not mind my past, I am willing to approach you. I am willing to believe that there is still love in 

not hesitate anymore. He held Serena tightly in 

have tolerated it for so long. Serena was more awake than anyone else. No 

not stop there, then there is 

your parents 

found out that I have a son, they did not see 

he had walked into a helpless situation, 

we will 

... 

tell Arya about her relationship with Raul as soon as possible, but it was late at night in France. Allen was 

the one who answered her 

"What is it?" 

Serena looked at the number on the phone and confirmed that she did not call the wrong number. 

"Where is 



is resting. If you have anything to say, I will relay 

let him pass on 

to tell Arya next 

currently sitting on the sofa in the living room while Arya was resting on the big bed in the 

Raul called to report 

found some photos in the garbage can. We can confirm that they are photos of Arya kissing. This 

incident was exposed by the Captureit 

voice was extremely cold. After pausing for a few seconds, he said, "However, they might keep 

accident. Otherwise, there should be a backup plan." Raul analyzed. "Martin and I will continue to 

investigate them in 

see how many people want to get involved first, and then we 

than anyone else. The two people in the photo were a 

dirty water Captureit used to slander 

seemed that some things had to be planned ahead of time. Who knew if Arya would blame him 

and walked out of the study. He saw Serena playing with Little 

normal colleagues to male and female friends, so Serena had a reason to 

Chapter 314 Create Some Material 

Raul followed Allen's orders and continued to track down the whereabouts of the person in charge of 

Captureit Studio. He thought of Allen mentioning that they might go abroad with Arya. Raul used his 

connections to check the airline company's records to see if anyone called Stanley had gone abroad in 

the past two days. 

Sure enough, there was a discovery! 

Arya and Allen's plane had just taken off when Stanley followed closely behind. 

Other than that, he also had other discoveries! 

On the same flight, there were two familiar faces. Raul realized that things might develop further, so he 

immediately dialed Allen's video call. 

"Stanley and Zelda went to chase you guys, and the one sitting in the business class of this flight is 

Michel." 

When Arya woke up, she heard Allen talking to Raul on the video call. She thought that he probably 

hadn't rested since he got off the plane, so she called the front desk to order dinner. 

"Martin, take the fastest plane to help. Raul will stay in the company and observe them..." 



When Allen was done with his work, Arya came over and massaged his shoulders. "You need to rest. I 

have put the bath water away. Go wash first and then sleep." 

Her trip did not start so early. She did not want to see Allen so tired. 

Allen held her hand and asked, “Did you wash up?” 

Arya nodded, "I have already washed up." 

"Then let’s wash again..." Allen said and dragged her into the bathroom. 

Arya saw him take off his clothes and lie in the bathtub. The exhaustion on his face did not subside. She 

walked over with heartache and sat by the side to massage him, "Leave the matter to them. Look at 

you..." 

finish, Allen 

up. "Get up and go to bed to sleep. I will call you 

slowly opened his eyes. "How 

herself. If he had not been 

through her thoughts. He leaned forward and hugged 

tone was very gentle. He slowly lifted her face and 

eyes and replied, "Alright, go and 

thought of the best way to rest." Allen said and 

to flirt with each 

… 

days. "I have an old friend I 

Arya nodded in agreement. 

at optimizing the schedule. As long as he needed 

tomorrow morning, I will meet with Harry. I originally 

trip. She asked him to take care of her three-year-old daughter. He 

I haven't taken care 

try. We'll have children in the future too. Just treat 

not think that a director's family definitely not had a nanny to take 

He raised his hand and turned off the 

some 

immediately 



As for that Michel… 

matter what he did, Allen did not put 

The next morning, Arya and Allen drove off together. They were all dressed very quietly, but even so, 

not long after they left, Allen found a white car that had been 

close. Allen's lips curled up as if he did 

Chapter 315 I Feel Very Happy To Love Her 

“Have you found the script for your next work?" Allen stood by the window and asked straightforwardly. 

Bieber shrugged and poured him a cup of coffee. "To be honest, a good script is too hard to find. It's 

hard to find a satisfactory one." 

Especially since he had already made some good ones. It would be even harder to surpass his peak. 

Allen took out the prepared script and handed it to Bieber. "Perhaps you will be interested in this 

movie." 

"But..." Bieber looked troubled. "Mr. Jones, we are old friends. I don't want to push you away with an 

excuse or lie, but I don't think my acting skills are suitable for Asian actors. I don't want to force myself 

to make some lousy movies, so I'm afraid we can't cooperate." 

"Let's put the problem of Asian actors aside for now. I believe you will like this script." Allen replied with 

a smile. 

Bieber picked up the script for his sake. 

The name of the movie was Memory Fragment. 

The entire movie was based on the female lead's memories as a clue. After her husband's accidental 

death, she lived alone with her child. However, she suddenly realized something. There were always 

people visiting her home, and the child's actions had become very strange. 

She thought that the child was sick, so she took him around looking for a doctor, but the strange thing 

did not go far from the mother and son until she found out that she was hallucinating... 

All the sad scenes were her own fantasy. She did not have a husband at all, but the ending of the story 

had a huge reversal. The female lead finally met her destined lover, the novelist who once lived next to 

her. 

The whole story gave people a very suspicious feeling, but it was filled with a kind of warmth. 

"This is indeed very good!" Bieber took off his glasses. He really had no reason to reject such a good 

script. This was what he had been looking for. 

"This is just a rough outline of the script. There are many more interesting parts." 

"But as for actors..." 

"They will satisfy you." 



judgment very much. He immediately decided, "Alright, let's have a 

their angle, they could see Arya playing with the little 

you plan to have 

I respect her wishes. When she is ready to welcome a new life, we will have children. Compared to a 

man, the responsibility of a mother is 

have realized how difficult it would be to take care of a child. Mr. Jones, 

Ever since I met her, I feel that 

more worthy of 

Bieber, is there a monitoring device installed in your garden?" Allen looked at the 

"Yes, what's wrong?" 

had happened. Bieber was also an insider. He hated those paparazzi who were spying on celebrities' 

private lives. He immediately took Allen to check the surveillance 

"These are real-time." 

minutes. Sure enough, he saw two men climbing 

They followed him here! 

really detestable. Do you need me to call the police for you?" After all, what happened 

help it. My wife has been very popular recently. She 

you need 

you." Allen shook hands 

expected, Stanley had been chasing 

He wanted to express his gratitude to Arya and let the couple have dinner, 

back to the hotel, Allen saw that Arya was also having a good time today. He held her hand and asked, 

but it's really tiring to take care of children..." Arya smiled, "Bieber's 

smiled. "Okay, 

Chapter 316 Best Gift Ever Given To Me 

"Blame you?" Arya held Allen's hand tightly and shook her head firmly. "No, I understand that you did all 

this for me. I saw everything you did for me." 

"You have always respected me. What we saw was the most real thing." 

"I don't regret marrying you in this life." 



Allen gently held her in his arms and said with emotion, "You are the best gift from the heavens. I will 

make you happier. Whether we publicize it or not will not affect our relationship." 

"I believe in you. I have always believed..." Arya hugged Allen tightly, "Make it public." 

Since they wanted to know who her man was so badly, let her man tell them personally! 

... 

After they drove Allen's car into the hotel, the people from the Captureit Studio also returned to the 

hotel. 

"This Arya is really getting better and better. She is actually able to be a guest at the home of the 

director, Bieber, and even play so well with his daughter." 

Stanley looked at those pictures and was a little annoyed. After taking pictures for a day, he only took 

these pictures! 

"You all already know that that girl is Bieber's daughter? Maybe it was Arya's illegitimate daughter!" 

"But Allen brought Arya to see Bieber. This should be for work." The subordinate said. 

"What do you think will happen if we announce to the public that Arya has an illegitimate daughter 

overseas and send out these photos? Those spectators only want to see some explosive news. No one 

cares if it's true or not." 

"Isn't it too immoral to do so?" 

"Now that we've fallen to this stage, it's the Dahua who forced us to do this. If you don't want to do this, 

you can leave now. Let's see if you still have a place in the reporters' circle after they return to China!" 

Stanley patted the table and said, "Integrate all the information and write a draft for me. As long as Arya 

is still under our surveillance, we will find clues." 

"But Allen is right beside her. Will Arya still go out and find a man to date?" 

"Maybe Allen already knew about it and has been protecting her." 

other and could not resist Stanley's suppression. 

Arya, they might not be able to shoot anything, but he had been forced to this extent, so he could only 

brace himself and continue to pat 

they were doing was under Allen's control. No matter what they said, it was 

... 

Arya was sitting on the sofa reading the script when Allen suddenly walked 

passed the car keys to her, "I originally planned to bring you to see a designer next time and customize a 

set of jewelry 

with Raul in a while. You drive to see him 



narrowed her eyes and suddenly understood his 

jewelry, right?" Arya blinked, "Do you want to provide material for Captureit's 

especially when she 

necessary and I am your manager. These things, you have to cooperate with 

turned his laptop over. Sure 

nodded, "Alright, 

often attended public occasions, her usual attire was indeed too plain. Perhaps, doing a little change 

was not 

an hour after you leave and go over there to 

nodded. After changing into a simple set of 

to attract the attention of the Captureit Studio, she put on 

to do it, she had 

... 

one knew how long they would have to wait outside, especially since the 

We definitely won't be able to take a picture of this 

Someone cursed. 

very powerful. We can't easily catch their weakness. 

"Look..." 

Arya walked into the parking lot by herself. She looked very alert and only drove away after making sure 

that there was 

Captureit Studio immediately got into the 

she playing with us? Why did she buy so many things? She 

wasted the memory of the 

"Let's take a look." 

torturing them until it was almost time. She drove 

Chapter 317 My Husband And Manager Will Settle This Matter 

Allen's cold eyes stared in the direction of those people. Then, he turned the car around and went to the 

hotel's main entrance to pick Arya up. 

As for these people who secretly took photos, they thought that Arya had not left for the whole night. 

"Are you okay?" 



Arya nodded. She paused for a few seconds and said, "I won't pity them. I don't think there's anything 

wrong with doing this. I have been doing my own work without hurting anyone. Stanley has been 

targeting me." 

"He may be doing this for money and fame, but not all of it..." 

"Maybe it was a coincidence that he took that picture at the beginning. Later on, he became interested 

in tracking you down in the news. He may have misunderstood you." 

"Martin found out about him. He once had a very failed marriage. He forgave his cheating wife time and 

time again, but his wife still chose to leave him. After their divorce, Stanley resigned from the foreign 

company that he had worked for five years. He then brought a group of people and started to be a 

reporter." 

"I'm afraid he wants to use this method to prove that other people are unhappy and to ease the hatred 

in his heart." 

When Arya heard this, she felt that this person's idea was even more ridiculous. 

"He became unlucky himself. When he met someone who was not worth it, he wanted to make all the 

people in the world become like him?" 

This was the first time Arya knew that she was hated by such a person. This feeling was very strange. 

"I have so many anti-fans and I am not short of him. Furthermore, I believe that my husband and 

manager will settle this matter for me." 

No matter how much she suffered, there was always Allen who sheltered her from the wind and rain. 

Allen looked at her dotingly. "Of course." 

In his eyes, this was also the most unique and charming thing about Arya. She could always see the 

direction of the situation. She was also very clear about everyone's thoughts. In the entertainment 

circle, there were not many people who could do this. 

goal and went all 

been looking for 

he wanted to do the most was to give 

returning to the hotel, Allen urged Arya to rest early, "Don't insist on accompanying me. You are going 

to start 

want to accompany you for a while." Arya wrapped her 

her sleepy eyes and sighed. He took the documents and sat on the bed with Arya in his arms. "You sleep. 

I will sit 

idea was not bad. She 

hand was used as a pillow by Arya. His right hand wanted to hold the documents and flip the pages as 

well. It was very 



importantly, he did not want 

little woman was clearly trying to 

choice but to dial Martin's number and quickly settle the 

his daughter Xandra has officially become the biggest shareholder. This time, they are strongly 

Next time, reject directly." Allen 

risen and he transferred 4% of his shares to 

I have lost my mind? So they want to take 

we're just 

an eye on them. Don't let 

it on the bedside table. Then, he slowly turned around and 

mean that he would give up his absolute control 

perhaps... Is someone questioning his 

... 

had confirmed their relationship, she had never left Raul's house. She had stayed 

nothing happened. She had been sleeping in 

into the kitchen quietly. She wanted to make breakfast for the father and son pair. While she was 

looking for food, she saw Raul walk out of 

to get up so early. His first reaction was to turn around and go back to the 

Chapter 318 Even If She Sells Herself, She Will Only Sell It To Me 

Serena held the household register and bank card, her eyes slowly turning red. 

She recalled what Arya had said to her before. God would always leave a path for her. As long as she did 

not give up, she would meet the most suitable person. All the grievances she had suffered in the past 

would also become the endless love this person gave her. 

Everyone's way of expressing their love was different, but the most important thing was to believe in 

the person they had decided on. 

Raul gently kissed her forehead. "Alright, go wash up. I'll go cook." 

Serena nodded. She stood on her tiptoes and gave a kiss back. "Okay." 

In the past, it seemed that Raul did not care about anything. He always handled the reporters and 

cameras with great care, but that was all because he was acting. He used a relaxed attitude to deal with 

this, to cover up the hurt in his heart. 



Serena put the household register and card away. She secretly promised in her heart that she would 

heal all the wounds in his heart. 

... 

That morning, Arya and Allen walked into the office together. 

He was indeed a very conscientious director. With his current position, he actually placed his office next 

to the dressing room. This way, he could communicate with actors at any time. It had to be said that 

many directors could not do this. 

He wore a very simple gray shirt and looked at the script under the sun. He looked no different from an 

ordinary person. 

However, there was a very depressing black, white, and gray tone in his office. Moreover, there were 

many magnified photos of the actress in the movie on the wall. Some were back, some were legs... 

Harry stood up when he saw Arya. He stared at Arya's neck and said, "Your shoulder lines are very good! 

I will get the clothing team to prepare some clothes that can expose your collarbones." 

"Welcome." 

He showed a very satisfied smile to Arya, "Okay, let's talk about signing the contract!" 

be the female lead of this movie. If you perform well, you may also become the female lead of the next 

movie. But there is one condition: 

Arya's body lines too much and 

Arya heard this request, she did not want to 

follow you and 

up an old camera. He said that he would take a few closeups of Aryas's neck and collarbone 

director too obsessed 

meaning. Arya 

had always been 

choose an Asian actress. It is a rare 

all the most famous movie queen now. 

the contract. Even if 

was 

on his chair. "You 

work well in the past. It seemed that he was not good enough. He was able to perform 

thoughts weren't just artistic, they were more like perverts studying 



intention of stopping them because he believed that Allen would 

away and 

they met Michel, who was walking 

with a smile. "Why does Director Jones look like this? Did he have 

at him 

way. He asked with a smile, "Do you want me to go in and say something nice for Arya? 

look on his face. These few days, he had been 

had asked Martin to keep 

go back and practice more cards." Allen glanced at his face sarcastically. 

still 

Chapter 319 My Eyes Are Always On You 

"As for Clarissa’s invitation, when I was talking to Director Bieber about working with him, I mentioned 

that you are also an actress. I didn't expect him to happen to know that Clarissa needed a female lead, 

so he recommended you to her." 

"I only received this invitation letter last night. I also told them clearly that you might work with Harry, 

but they said that they were willing to wait for today's negotiation results." 

"If Director Harry didn't go overboard today, we have another choice." 

"Yes, and it was also because we met Michel just now..." Allen nodded and said. 

Because of him, Michel's self-esteem should have been trampled again. 

"Michel is not the only one who will be angry now, and even Harry will be very angry." 

"He dares to look at you like that. I really wanted to hit him when I was in the office." Allen's tone was 

cold. When he thought of the undisguised desire in Harry's eyes, he wanted to dig his eyes out. 

"My manager is really good. He can take every aspect into consideration." 

Allen did not say much. This matter had developed to this stage. It was more or less due to luck. In this 

circle, it needed a little luck to really make a big name for himself. 

"Let's go to Clarissa's studio now." 

Arya nodded, but her gaze was fixed on the distant street scene. Everything that had happened today 

had changed too quickly. For a moment, she found it hard to accept. Perhaps it was because Allen had 

arranged everything by himself. She could walk out of the cast and see Clarissa so easily. 

After she suddenly became quiet, she slowly said, "Allen, I thought I had the right to stand by your side. 

But today I realized that my horizons are still very far from yours. There are many things that I need to 

do. You have already considered it, but I don't have any thoughts at all." 



“Finding more and better resources for you and bringing you to a higher stage is my responsibility, but 

whether or not you can shine brightly on the stage is your ability. I wanted to tell you as well, but 

because things have been piling up recently and you are facing an important meeting and signing a 

contract, I don't want you to be distracted and affect your performance." 

competitors you have. You have to give 

was always thinking for her. In front of him, her intelligence was nothing. If one day he was not by her 

have already taken 

She really felt Allen's 

relationship. After seeing Arya, she was very close to her. She took the initiative to hug Arya. She said, "I 

have waited for you for a long time. After seeing your performance on the reality show, I have always 

wanted your contact information. I did not 

looked at Allen and Allen 

considered a business secret, is 

nodded. "Of course 

has always been vacant, So... if Arya joins us, her scenes can 

the scenes and make them 

with her business philosophy, "We will 

the movie that she collaborated with Bieber. "The person who wrote this script is really good. 

China, a playwright with such imagination 

meaningfully and did not answer, so she did not ask 

tailor-make clothes for Arya. When Arya measured the measurements, she asked Allen curiously, "Arya's 

resources are so good. Are you not going to 

in 

female singer for the ending of this 

just smiled and 

It will be good for her future development. I heard that her performance during the 

very hardworking and outstanding, but I do not want to fill her life with work. If she has that kind of 

idea, I will do my best to 

to look at the two of them and asked, "Are you talking 

you know?" Allen motioned for her to 

Chapter 320 Wherever You Are, I Will Be There 



Allen held Arya's hand for a long time before he reluctantly let go, "I will definitely accompany you to 

see the scenery here next time." 

"Yes, there will be a chance. I will be back soon." Arya comforted him. She knew Allen well. If he could 

get rid of it, he would not hesitate. 

At this moment, she chose to support him silently. 

"It's nearby. Call me if you need anything." 

Allen contacted the hotel and sent two bodyguards to protect Arya. 

In fact, Arya did not go far. There was a good view of the street beside the hotel. She could also buy 

some small gifts. It had been a long time since she had such a leisurely time. She sat on the side of the 

street and quietly drank a cup of coffee. She watched the passers-by come and go. 

However, when Arya got up and was about to go back to the hotel, she found that there were a few 

people not far away who were looking at her and that expression was very strange. 

She did not continue to turn around. Instead, she went straight back to the hotel. Allen and Martin were 

still busy, so she went back to her bedroom to read a magazine. 

This time, the person who took pictures of Arya was not someone from the Captureit Studio, but 

someone sent by Michel. 

Their goal was not to take photos of Arya having a date with a man, but to take photos of Arya alone. 

They would then ask Michel to take photos at the same place and use the P-diagram technology and 

light to process them, making them look like they had agreed to go shopping together. 

This kind of photo that did not appear at the same time could easily make people's imagination run wild. 

In the entertainment circle, many couples who had not been made public expressed their feelings like 

this. 

Allen rejected him so much to follow them, so he had to stir up some trouble. 

Moreover, he specially chose the same flight tonight. 

When Allen saw Michel at the airport registration entrance, he was not surprised because he allowed 

Michel to know all the information that Michel wanted to know. Otherwise, Michel would not be able to 

find out anything. 

"Director Jones, are you taking this flight as well? We are fated." Michel said with a faint smile. 

"Whether it's fate or you doing it on purpose, you know it yourself." Allen looked at the newspaper and 

replied coldly. 

Allen wanted to know what Michel wanted to do after spending so much time checking their flight and 

taking pictures of Arya. 

boarding the 

not stand Michel's behavior. The stench of copper on his rich second generation was repulsive. He had 



he had become very 

others. How could 

not angry. He put on his sunglasses and 

of them were all first-class cabins. Although the seats were not next to each other, they were all in 

nearby cabins. However, there were only a few people in 

few words and photos 

was simple, but it attracted 

are, I will be 

pictures in total. The first two were the back view of a woman drinking coffee and the street view. The 

last two were the back view and street view of him drinking coffee. Both of their clothes were brown 

and seemed to 

message was released, it immediately boarded the 

the plane overseas. Fans took pictures of her by chance. The clothes she was wearing was exactly the 

same as the woman in Michel's 

Oh my god! 

was really shocking 

was an agent like Allen by her side, but Arya was 

fans. This is a photo 

they immediately realized that 

actually got involved with that kind of dissolute man? Could it be that her eyesight is 

that Michel is 

I feel like 

about it would subconsciously 

saw the news, she was shocked and immediately called Raul to ask about 

"What's going on?" 

but public relations have already 

of fermentation, the news had already spread like wildfire. At the exit of the domestic airport, 

three people involved in this matter 

body and protected her along the way. Before 

not in 


